M

APRIL

The Perfect Guide for Grandparents to
Create Meaningful Family Connections
y There are nearly 70 million grandparents in the United
States
y Yates is an internationally known speaker, blogger with
Club31Women, and an author of 15 books with more
than 300,000 copies sold
y Filled with stories, ideas, and practical resources for
planning a special time with your grandchildren

I

n a world where our families are more scattered than ever, true and lasting family connections are hard to forge and even harder to maintain—
and they don’t happen by accident. For grandparents who long to create a
close-knit bond in their family, popular speaker and parenting expert Susan
Alexander Yates has a revolutionary new book.
Cousin Camp is an inspiring, practical book that outlines how grandparents can plan and host a camp. Grandmother to 21 grandchildren, Yates
has been creating cousin camps and family camps for years. Now she
passes on what she’s learned so you can help your children and grandchildren develop meaningful, lasting connections with each other—and with
you!
Full of specific, practical ideas and hilarious stories, this book contains everything you need to know from initial planning (who, when, and
where) to a daily schedule to specific ways to build friendships among
family members. Yates also includes plenty of ideas for family camps and
reunions to draw everyone closer.

Cousin Camp
Susan Alexander Yates

9 780800 738204
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 31
$14.99
978-0-8007-3820-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 40
Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Family &
Relationships
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / Grandparenting
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Activities
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Susan Alexander Yates is a
popular speaker and the author
of several books, including And
Then I Had Kids and And Then I
Had Teenagers. A regular guest
on FamilyLife Today and other
national radio programs, she
lives with her husband, John,
in Falls Church, Virginia.
Learn more at
www.susanalexanderyates.com.
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MARCH

TESTIMONIALS
Time after time, His Needs, Her
Needs has topped the charts as
the best marriage book available.
More than any other, this book helps
husbands and wives give each other
what they need most in marriage.
The millions of couples who
have read His Needs, Her Needs
have learned to keep the romance
alive, and they are recommending it
to others. Join those who have seen
spectacular changes in their marriages
by following Dr. Harley’s tried and
proven counsel. You will discover that
an outstanding marriage can be more
than a dream—it can be your reality.

REPACK

What couples are saying about
His Needs, Her Needs:
“My new husband and I were having
trouble adjusting to marriage. I read the
book and immediately things began to
improve.”
“It is the best book on marriage I
have ever read.”
“I have recommended this book to every one of my friends. It should become
a staple in every house.”
“I can’t believe how peaceful and
loving our marriage has become since
reading this book. We went from being at
the brink of divorce to experiencing the
same love and excitement as when we
first met.”
Millions have already discovered the
power of this book. Isn’t it time you did
as well?
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A New Look for One of the Bestselling Marriage Books of All Time
y Previous hardcover editions
have sold more than 2 million
copies and have been translated into 24 different languages
worldwide
y Dr. Harley’s total sales exceed
3.2 million copies
y More than any other, this book
helps husbands and wives
give each other what they
need most in marriage

T

ime after time, His Needs, Her Needs has topped the charts as the bestselling marriage
book available. In this classic book, Dr. Willard F. Harley, Jr., identifies the 10 most vital
needs of men and women and shows husbands and wives how to make their marriage sizzle by satisfying those needs in their spouses. He provides guidance for becoming irresistible to your spouse and for loving more creatively and sensitively, thereby eliminating the
problems that often lead to conflict and even extramarital affairs.
Join those who have seen spectacular changes in their marriages by following Dr. Harley’s tried and proven counsel. You will discover that an outstanding marriage can be more
than a dream—it can be your reality.

His Needs, Her Needs,
rev. & exp. ed.
Willard F. Harley, Jr.

9 780800 737719
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: March 3
$22.99
978-0-8007-3771-9
hardcover
6x9
240 pages
Case Quantity: 20
Category: FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Marriage &
Long-Term Relationships
Rights: Cannot export to the UK or EU (Monarch)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Willard F. Harley, Jr., is a
nationally acclaimed clinical
psychologist, a marriage
counselor, and the bestselling
author of numerous books, including Five Steps to Romantic
Love, Surviving an Affair, Draw
Close, and He Wins, She Wins.
Harley’s much-loved book,
His Needs, Her Needs, is also
available with a video curriculum for churches and
small groups. His popular website, www.marriagebuilders.com, offers practical solutions to almost any
marital problem.
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True Joy Can Be Yours, Even in Struggle
y Kay Warren’s books have sold more than 225,000 copies
y Cofounder of Saddleback Church and frequent speaker
nationally and internationally

REPACK

y Accompanying DVD and study guide make this perfect
for small group study

O

n April 5, 2013, Kay Warren’s life changed forever. That was the
day she lost her son Matthew to suicide. Most of us will not face
anything so devastating, but every single day we will face something that
threatens our attempts to live with joy. Health problems, financial worries,
marriage issues, loneliness, unresolved relational conflicts, anxiety about
our nation or our world, stress over how our kids are turning out. In those
moments, how do we choose joy over fear, apathy, or despair?
In Choose Joy, Kay shares the path to experiencing soul-satisfying joy
no matter what you’re going through. She helps you send your spiritual
roots deep into the soil of God’s love so that you can develop convictions
and certainties about him that will become the source of your strength
when happiness isn’t enough.
“The only thing that would allow me to survive the loss of my son was
what I knew and believed about God . . . and joy,” says Kay. Let her lead
you toward true and lasting joy in your life.

Choose Joy
Kay Warren

9 780800 738280
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: April 21

9 780800 738266

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kay Warren cofounded Saddleback Church with her husband, Rick Warren, in Lake
Forest, California, in 1980. After the death of her son, Matthew, who lived with serious
mental illness for most of his life, she founded Saddleback’s Hope for Mental Health
Initiative as a way to support individuals and family members of loved ones with mental
illness and suicidal ideation. The Initiative also trains others in the faith community how
to launch or expand existing mental health ministries.

hardcover
$23.99
978-0-8007-3828-0
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Kay is a board member of the National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention and is
active in mental health/suicide prevention efforts in Orange County, California. She is the
author of Sacred Privilege, Choose Joy, and Say Yes to God, and coauthor of Foundations,
a popular systematic theology course used by churches worldwide. Her children are Amy and Josh, and
Matthew (who is in heaven), and she has five grandchildren.

trade paper
$17.99
978-0-8007-3826-6
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

ALSO AVAILABLE

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Living / General
Rights: Worldwide

Sacred Privilege
978-0-8007-2967-7
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REPACK

REPACK

B

P
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Choose Joy Women’s
Devotional

Choose Joy Women’s
Study Guide

Choose Joy Women’s
Study

Kay Warren

Kay Warren

Kay Warren

estselling author and Bible teacher Kay
Warren offers 30 insightful devotions to
inspire women to choose joy no matter their
circumstances.

REPACK

assionate Bible teacher Kay Warren shows
women that a joy-filled life is within their
reach. This study guide is designed to follow the
Choose Joy Women’s Study DVD.

9 780800 738273
VITAL INFORMATION

assionate Bible teacher Kay Warren shows
women that a joy-filled life is within their
reach. This two-disc DVD includes four 20-minute
sessions and four 45-minute sessions.

9 780800 738303
VITAL INFORMATION

9 780800 738297
VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 21
$13.99
978-0-8007-3827-3

Available: April 21
$8.99
978-0-8007-3830-3

Available: April 21
$24.99
978-0-8007-3829-7

padded hardcover
4x6
160 pages
Case Quantity: 40

lay-flat
5½ x 8½
64 pages
Case Quantity: 60

DVD
260 minutes
Case Quantity: 30

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Devotional
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Choose Joy Devotional

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Living / General
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Choose Joy Participant’s
Guide
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MAY

EXCERPT
Do any of these sound familiar?
• Taking your kid’s guff and
sass is all part of an average
day
• Naptime means you and your
toddler, or he won’t rest.
• After you cook her favorite
dinner, she changes her mind.
• You can predict the sibling
fights—the order, the exact
phrases, and even the timing
before your youngest yells,
“Mom, she’s picking on me!”
• You’ve become a WWE pro just
to get your kids in bed. Problem
is, they don’t stay there.
• Your mood swings match your
adolescent drama queen’s.
• “But I can’t do it—it’s too
hard!” is a well-worn mantra in
your house.
• When you fight, your child wins,
because you’re the one who
feels guilty.
• You don’t even wince at slamming bedroom doors anymore.
• You have one child you have to
placate or tip-toe around.
• You’re better at doing your child’s
chores than he is.
• She has nothing to wear, and it’s
your fault.
• He’s pitched so many fits in
Walmart, you’re too embarrassed
to go there anymore.
• You have to lean over nearly
perpendicular to the floor to hear
her whisper.
• Your teenager thinks gaming is an
inalienable right that exists before
homework.
• Your four-year-old just Tweeted.
If anything above rings a bell, you need
this book. I’ll reveal not only why kids
misbehave, but how you can turn that behavior around with practical, no-nonsense
strategies that really work . . . and are a
long-term win for both of you.
By the end of this book, you’ll be smiling
at the transformation in yourself, your child,
and your home.
Guaranteed.
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Timely Answers to the
Question All Parents Ask
y Dr. Leman is the New York
Times bestselling author of
more than 60 books
y He is former consulting psychologist to Good Morning
America and has appeared on
FOX & Friends, Huckabee, The
700 Club, Hallmark’s Home &
Family, Today, and more
y Dr. Leman’s podcast is consistently one of the top 20 parenting podcasts on iTunes

T

antrums. Talking back. Throwing toys or food. Meltdowns. Slamming doors. Kids know
just how to push your buttons. You’ve tried all sorts of methods, but nothing seems to
work.
That’s because you’re not addressing the root reasons for why kids misbehave, says
international parenting expert Dr. Kevin Leman. In this book, he reveals exactly why kids
misbehave and how you can turn that behavior around with practical, no-nonsense strategies that really work . . . and are a long-term win for both of you.
With his signature wit and wisdom, Dr. Leman helps you see through your child’s eyes,
revealing why they do what they do, who they learn their behaviors from, and why they
continue behaving badly. He identifies the stages of misbehavior, where your child is on the
spectrum, and how to not only avoid escalating bad behavior but get on the front end and
turn it around for good.
By the end of this book, you’ll be smiling at the transformation in yourself, your child, and
your home. Guaranteed.

Why Your Kids
Misbehave—and
What to Do about It
Dr. Kevin Leman

9 780800 734701
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 5
$22.99
978-0-8007-3470-1
hardcover
5½ x 8½
304 pages
Case Quantity: 24
Category: FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting /
General
RELIGION / Christian Living / Family & Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr. Kevin Leman is an internationally known psychologist,
New York Times bestselling
author, radio and television
personality, educator, humorist,
and speaker who has written
more than 60 books, including
The Birth Order Book, Making
Children Mind without Losing
Yours, and Have a New Kid by
Friday. Dr. Leman and his wife, Sande, live in Tucson,
Arizona. They have five children and four grandchildren.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Have a New Kid by Friday
978-0-8007-3218-9
Making Children Mind without Losing Yours, rev. ed.
978-0-8007-2833-5
Parenting Your
Powerful Child
978-0-8007-2366-8
When Your Kid Is Hurting
978-0-8007-2960-8

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665
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EXCERPT
Make him believe you like to be
with him.
My own father thought I was an
awesome young man. He told everybody. There was only one problem—
he never told me. All the way into
my late twenties, I believed my dad
didn’t really like being with me.
Many parents think their kids are
downright amazing, and they spend
a lot of time talking them up to other
people. But for your son to know and
believe it’s true, you’re going to have
to do more than tell your friends how
awesome you think he is.
The power in a young boy’s/young
man’s thinking is what he believes, not
what is true. Loving your son in this way
requires you to demonstrate, in ways
that are meaningful to him, that you
genuinely enjoy being with him.
You could start by verbalizing to your
son at a young age. Or even if you’re
coming at this when your son is a bit older—even if he’s a young adult—you can
start by saying, “Son, I really like being
with you.” Just say the words. Many sons
have never heard such affirming words
from their father. Let your son hear those
words come out of your mouth.
Another simple, practical way is to
invite him to come along with you on one
of the many outings parents take in the
normal course of living. An invitation is such
a positive way of saying, “I really like being
with you.”

ALSO AVAILABLE
100 Ways to Love
Your Husband
978-0-8007-3661-3
100 Ways to Love
Your Husband,
deluxe ed.
978-0-8007-3668-2
100 Ways to
Love Your Wife
978-0-8007-3665-1
100 Ways to
Love Your Wife,
deluxe ed.
978-0-8007-3669-9
100 Ways to Love
Your Husband/
Wife, deluxe ed.
bundle
978-0-8007-3770-2

100 Words of
Affirmation Your
Husband Needs
to Hear
978-0-8007-3660-6
100 Words of
Affirmation
Your Wife
Needs to Hear
978-0-8007-3664-4
100 Words of
Affirmation Your
Husband/Wife
Needs to Hear
Bundle
978-0-8007-3762-7
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Simple Steps to Love
Your Child Well
yy Authors communicate directly
with 4 million people each
month through websites,
social media, email newsletters,
etc.
yy Authors’ podcast, FAITHFUL LIFE
with Matt and Lisa Jacobson,
reached over 160,000 downloads in its first six months
yy Offers 100 actionable, simple ways for parents to love
their children well and build a
strong relationship

Y

ou love your son or daughter—but that doesn’t mean you always know the most effective ways to show that love, ways that will connect with their heart and stick with
them no matter what life throws their way.
These practical books by the authors of 100 Ways to Love Your Wife and 100 Ways to
Love Your Husband give you 100 specific, actionable ideas you can implement to show love
to your son or daughter, no matter what age they are. The best part? The short, bite-sized
readings make it easy to start right now!
Whether you felt a lack of love growing up and long to do things differently with your
own kids or you feel like you’re constantly competing with the culture for your child’s attention, these books will help you show your son or daughter that you care, helping you forge a
bond of love that lasts a lifetime.

100 Ways to Love
Your Daughter
100 Ways to Love
Your Son
Matt and Lisa Jacobson

9 780800 736668 9 780800 736620
VITAL INFORMATION

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Matt Jacobson served as an executive in the publishing industry for 25 years and for
the past 16 years has been a teaching elder/pastor of Cline Falls Bible Fellowship. Matt
is also the founder of FaithfulMan.com, an online social media community focusing on
marriage, parenting, and biblical teaching, with a cross-platform reach of over 1 million
per month. He is the author of the bestselling 100 Ways to Love Your Wife and 100
Words of Affirmation Your Wife Needs to Hear.

Available: May 5
100 Ways to Love Your Daughter
$13.99
978-0-8007-3666-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
160 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Lisa Jacobson is an author, a speaker, and the founder and host of Club31Women.com,
a powerful online community of Christian women authors who write weekly on husband,
home, family, and biblical truths—a powerful voice for biblical womanhood. Her combined social media platforms have a reach well over 1 million per month. She is the author ©Allison Harp Photography
of the bestselling 100 Ways to Love Your Husband and 100 Words of Affirmation Your Husband Needs to Hear.

100 Ways to Love Your Son
$13.99
978-0-8007-3662-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
160 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Matt and Lisa are the cohosts of the popular FAITHFUL LIFE with Matt and Lisa Jacobson podcast. They live in
the Pacific Northwest where they have raised their eight children.

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Family &
Relationships
RELIGION / Christian Living / Parenting
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / General
Rights: Worldwide
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A Beautiful Repackage from
Counseling and Marriage Experts
y Teaches couples how to identify emotional needs
within their marriage and improve communication

REPACK

y Authors are clinical psychologists and therapists who
have led seminars around the world
y Dr. David Stoop’s You Are What You Think has sold more
than 500,000 copies

W

hen it comes to a successful, satisfying marriage, it’s not about
how many workshops you’ve attended, how many counseling sessions you’ve experienced together, or which conflict resolution tools you’ve
been taught. What it really all comes down to is emotions—understanding
your own and your partner’s, and then walking hand in hand through those
inevitable situations where emotions run high.
In The Emotionally Healthy Marriage, Drs. David and Jan Stoop take
you and your spouse through a 5-step process of developing the emotional
intelligence you need to stay strong and stay together. With personal
inventories that help you discover where you are doing well and where you
need improvement, as well as practical action steps you can take now to
implement what you’ve learned, this book is perfect for couples, counselors, and pastors.

The Emotionally
Healthy Marriage
Dr. David Stoop and Dr. Jan Stoop

9 780800 738327
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 19
$15.99
978-0-8007-3832-7

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Dr. David Stoop is the founder and director of the Center for Family Therapy and is a
cohost of the nationally syndicated New Life Live radio and TV program. He is the author
of more than 30 books, including Forgiving What You’ll Never Forget and Change Your
Thoughts, Change Your Life.

trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Love &
Marriage
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Marriage & Long-Term
Relationships
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Love & Romance
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as SMART Love

Dr. Jan Stoop is a counselor, author, and seminar speaker. Together the Stoops are
coauthors or coeditors of When Couples Pray Together, The Complete Marriage Book, and
The Complete Parenting Book. They lead seminars and retreats on topics such as marital
relationships, men’s issues, fathering, and forgiveness. Married for more than 50 years,
they have three sons and six grandchildren and live in Newport Beach, California, where
David has his counseling practice. Learn more at www.drstoop.com.
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Find Your Place in the Story of
Women Who Make a Difference
y “Ronne Rock is the real deal, and so are the people she’s
featured in this book. The stories inside will serve as
an encouragement to dare beyond what you thought
was possible. Get ready for a new look at the influence
you have in your world and your neighborhood.”—Jon
Acuff, New York Times bestselling author
y Author is a frequent speaker on leadership topics for
faith-based organizations around the world, such as
Christian Alliance for Orphans
y Her writing has been featured by the Huﬃngton Post,
Orange, QARA, and others

W

e live in a time of unprecedented change when it comes to women’s lives. All around the world, women are demanding the safety,
respect, and opportunities they have always deserved but seldom grasped.
Have you ever stopped to wonder, “Where do I fit into this story?”
Ronne Rock is a good person to ask. In this stirring book, she takes
you on a global adventure to discover your divine design as a woman of
influence and impact. Through powerful and personal stories of women in
Africa, Asia, the Americas, and the Caribbean, you’ll learn what it means
to lead in a world where leadership isn’t easy, how to serve with grace in
cultures that aren’t always graceful, and how to embrace your God-given
physical, emotional, and spiritual DNA. As you discover the lives of real
women who are influencing their communities with grace and gumption—
even in countries where oppression weighs most heavily—you’ll feel
inspired to reclaim your God-designed influence and impact right where
you are.

One Woman Can
Change the World
Ronne Rock
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 16
$15.99
978-0-8007-3698-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Women’s
Interests
RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

9 780800 736989

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ronne Rock weaves themes of transformative hope and grace-filled leadership into
everything she shares on page and stage. An award-winning marketing and communications executive in both the corporate and nonprofit sectors, she now shares her more than
30 years of expertise in creative leadership with faith-based organizations. Ronne also
travels around the world to gather words and images that inspire others to action with
Orphan Outreach, a global nonprofit dedicated to serving the orphaned and vulnerable.
She’s a writer, blogger, and speaker—sharing battle-tested wisdom about leadership,
advocacy marketing, and finding God in the most beautiful and painful of circumstances.
An Oklahoma gal by birth, Ronne now lives in Austin, Texas, with her husband, Brad, and
rescue pup, Pearl.
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JULY

Bestselling Author Helps You Find Freedom
from a Performance-Based Spirituality
y Combined sales of author’s books are over 250,000
y The Next Right Thing was a Publishers Weekly and ECPA
bestseller

REPACK

y Author has nearly 100,000 social media followers, and
The Next Right Thing podcast has over 4 million downloads

M

any of us believe we are saved by grace—but for too many, that’s
the last time grace defines our life. Instead of walking in grace
every day, we strive to be good, believing that the Christian life means
hard work with an unshakable good mood.
When we fail to measure up to our own impossible standards, we hide
behind our good-girl masks, determined to keep our weakness a secret.
In Grace for the Good Girl, Emily P. Freeman invites women to let go of
the try-hard life and realize that in Christ we are free to receive from him
rather than constantly try to achieve for him.
With an open hand and a whimsical style, Emily encourages women to
move from hiding behind masks and do-good performances to the freedom
of a life hidden with Christ in God.

Grace for the Good Girl
Emily P. Freeman

9 780800 738242
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 21
$16.99
978-0-8007-3824-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
272 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Women’s
Interests
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Emily P. Freeman is the Wall
Street Journal bestselling
author of Grace for the Good
Girl, Simply Tuesday, A Million
Little Ways, and The Next
Right Thing. As host of The
Next Right Thing podcast,
Emily helps create space for the
soul to breathe, offering fresh
©Emma Barker
perspective on the sacredness
of our inner life with God. She earned her MA in
Christian spiritual formation and leadership from
Friends University and lives in North Carolina with her
husband and their three children. Connect with her
online at www.emilypfreeman.com and on Instagram
@emilypfreeman.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Next Right Thing
978-0-8007-3652-1
Simply Tuesday
978-0-8007-2245-6
A Million Little Ways
978-0-8007-2244-9
Graceful
(For Young Women)
978-0-8007-1983-8

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

AUGUST

Delightful Jokes and Cartoons
for Young Readers
y Silverthorne is the author and illustrator of more than
30 books, including the bestselling ONE-MINUTE MYSTERIES
series
y Good, clean humor for kids ages 6–12 in the form of
one-liners, knock-knock jokes, and dozens of clever
cartoons
y Mass market format is perfect for little hands and priced
for easy gift-giving

W

hat do you get when you take tons of hilarious one-liners, riddles,
knock-knock jokes, and tongue twisters, then add dozens of
hilarious illustrations?
Sandy Silverthorne’s latest joke book!
This crazy-fun, fully illustrated book is filled with the best clean humor
around. Jokes like
What do you call a flock of sheep rolling down a hill?
A lamb-slide!
Knock, knock
Who’s there?
Ammonia.
Ammonia who?
Ammonia little kid. How should I know?
I’m terrified of elevators so I’m taking steps to avoid them.
Get ready for hours of fun making your friends laugh, making your family
laugh, but mostly making yourself laugh! Ideal for kids ages 6–12.

Made You Laugh!
Sandy Silverthorne
9 780800 737665
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 18
$4.99
978-0-8007-3766-5
mass market
4¼ x 7
144 pages
Case Quantity: 60
Category: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Humor / Jokes
& Riddles
HUMOR / Form / Jokes & Riddles
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sandy Silverthorne, author of Crack Yourself Up Jokes for Kids and More Crack Yourself Up Jokes for Kids, has been writing and illustrating books since 1988 and currently
has over 600,000 copies in print. His award-winning GREAT BIBLE ADVENTURE children’s
series with Harvest House sold over 170,000 copies and has been distributed in eight
languages worldwide. He’s written and illustrated over 30 books and has worked with
such diverse clients as Universal Studios Tour, Doubleday Publishers, Penguin, World
Vision, the University of Oregon, the Charlotte Hornets, and the Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences. He has a series with Standard Publishing, SURVIVING MIDDLE SCHOOL, and
his ONE-MINUTE MYSTERIES series has sold over 240,000 copies. Sandy has worked as a
cartoonist, author, illustrator, actor, pastor, speaker, and comedian. Apparently, it’s hard
for him to focus. Connect with him at sandysilverthornebooks.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Crack Yourself Up Jokes for Kids
978-0-8007-2969-1
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More Crack Yourself Up Jokes for Kids
978-0-8007-2970-7

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665
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PRAISE FOR LISA BEVERE
Praise for Adamant
“This book is profound in its
wisdom, yet deeply personal. Lisa is
a gifted writer and a trusted friend
who will guide us to a rock-solid
understanding of our true identity in
Christ.”—Sheila Walsh, author of
It's Okay Not to Be Okay
“Important. Weighty. Convicting.
Lisa Bevere is relentless in her
conviction to stand on and for the
Truth…”—Louie and Shelley Giglio,
founders of Passion Conferences
“Lisa writes with confidence,
poise, and grace as she leads you on
a spiritual journey toward unshakable
truth.”—Craig and Amy Groeschel,
pastors of Life.Church; authors of
From This Day Forward
“Adamant combines Lisa Bevere’s
undeniable passion, vulnerability, and
divine gift as wind to set each reader
free.”—Sarah Jakes Roberts,
author of Don’t Settle for Safe
Praise for Without Rival
“Lisa’s newest book is such a treasure. It’s basically the literary equivalent
of God putting his hands on both sides
of our face, turning our attention toward
him, and then saying slowly and firmly,
‘I love you.’”—Lisa Harper, author and
Bible teacher
“In a world obsessed with competition and comparison, this book is a must
for every mother, daughter, leader, and
friend. It’s time we joined hands instead of
comparing what’s in them. It’s time for celebrating one another instead of tolerating.
We are without rival, so let’s make room for
everyone to thrive.”—Charlotte
Charlotte Gambill,
lead pastor of LIFE Church, Bradford, UK
“Without Rival is a brilliant wake-up call
for women of all ages. Lisa’s message that
we are uniquely loved and called by God is
so needed. I love her passion and energy that
leap off of every page.”—Alli
Alli Worthington,
author of Breaking Busy: How to Find Peace
and Purpose in a World of Crazy
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New York Times Bestselling Author
Offers Wisdom for Living as Strong,
Conﬁdent Women
y From a New York Times bestselling author whose books
have sold more than 1 million
copies
y Author has combined social
media reach of 1.7 million
y Messenger International has a
combined social media reach
of over 3 million and their
podcast has over 6 million
downloads

T

here is a role unique to women that we abandon easily. We live near each other, but
not with each other—and not for each other. We don’t want to intrude or judge and,
maybe, we don’t want to see each other truly succeed. And the world is happy with this
unhappy state for women—one that pushes us to conform to a pattern of distrust, disengagement, and competition. It’s no wonder we’ve lost ourselves, and our way.
In her most personal, powerful book yet, New York Times bestselling author Lisa Bevere
offers a catalytic, transformative vision for women of a different way to live—one that
embraces the presence of a godmother—the older, wiser women you can go to and learn
from, the strong women who partner with us through life. And everyone needs one!
Drawing from her own life, biblical women, and the world of fairy tales, Lisa will show you
how to transform what you have into what God wants you to have, push you forward during
seasons of doubt, and love you enough to speak truth about God’s larger, expansive view of
your life. Lisa’s candid, compassionate words are your best first step to living as a daughter
of God, surrounded by strong relationships and confidence in your calling.

Godmothers
Lisa Bevere

9 780800 736859
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 18
$23.99
978-0-8007-3685-9
hardcover
5½ x 8½
256 pages
Case Quantity: 20
Category:
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING
shelf talker
978-0-8007-7827-9
merchandising kit
978-0-8007-7829-3

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lisa Bevere has spent nearly
three decades empowering
women of all ages to find their
identity and purpose. She is
a New York Times bestselling
author and internationally
known speaker. Her previous
books, which include Fight Like
a Girl, Lioness Arising, Girls
with Swords, Without Rival,
and Adamant, are in the hands of millions worldwide.
Lisa and her husband, John, are the founders of
Messenger International, an organization committed
to developing uncompromising followers of Christ
who transform their world. Learn more at
www.lisabevere.com.
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The Widespread Impact of Addiction—
and a Hopeful Path to Recovery
y 25% of the US population suffers from some type of
addiction
y Authors are therapists with decades of clinical and
real-life experience
y Authors speak to audiences around the country and
coach and train mental health professionals and other
leaders

B

etween alcohol, illegal drugs, prescription drugs, pornography, gambling, and eating disorders, fully 25% of the population of the United
States is addicted to something. Those addictions are taking a massive
physical, emotional, spiritual, and financial toll on individuals, families, and
communities. The problem can feel insurmountable. But there is a solution,
at once ancient and supported by the latest in neuroscientific research.
With an honest assessment of the facts, yet always reaching out toward
hopeful solutions, counselors Chip Dodd and Stephen James explain what
addiction really is, how it works, and why it is so damaging to our hearts,
souls, minds, and relationships. They then take us beyond mere coping
techniques that allow us to function to the real solution—restoring our
broken relationship with our Creator so that we can rediscover how to live
fully the way we were created to live. Each chapter includes the personal
story of a recovering addict, told from the addict’s point of view. The authors also include a list of books, organizations, workshops, and treatment
centers people can turn to for help along the road to lasting recovery.

Hope in the Age
of Addiction
Chip Dodd and Stephen James
9 780800 729400
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 4
$15.99
978-0-8007-2940-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal
Growth
SELF-HELP / Substance Abuse & Addictions / General
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Counseling &
Recovery
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Chip Dodd, PhD, LPC-MHSP,
is a consultant, mentor, and
counselor who has worked
in the field of recovery from
addiction for over 30 years. He
is the founder of the Center for
Professional Excellence, a treatment center for professionals,
and Sage Hill, a social impact
organization. He the bestselling
author of several books, including The Voice of the
Heart and The Perfect Loss. He and his wife have two
grown sons and live in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.

Stephen James, MA, LPCMHSP, NCC, is the founder
and executive director of Sage
Hill Counseling in Nashville. He
also works with professionals,
C-suite executives, and entrepreneurs to help them
improve not only their leadership
but their family lives as well.
He is the bestselling author of
six books, including Parenting with Heart with Chip
Dodd. He and his wife, Heather, live in Nashville,
Tennessee, and have four children.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Parenting with Heart
978-0-8007-2939-4
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Discover Your Unique Style for
Hosting and Creating Welcome
y Author contributes regularly to the blog Organizing
Junkie with close to 200,000 unique visitors a month
y Helps women discover their hospitality personality and
includes practical hospitality tips and tools
y Will appeal to readers of Myquillyn Smith

D

oes the thought of hosting a dinner send you into spasms of delight
or spirals of dismay? Do you love opening your home to others? Or do
you dread even the planning it takes to get a group of friends to arrive at
the same restaurant at the same time?
We each have our own unique hospitality personality. And when you tap
into yours, you’ll find a lot more blessing with a lot less stressing.
With personal assessments, encouraging stories, and plenty of practical
ideas, Morgan Tyree shows you how to identify and embrace your hospitality personality so you can stop worrying and start enjoying yourself and
your guests. She helps you understand your hospitality habits, hurdles, and
hang-ups, then offers real-life solutions that fit you.

Your Hospitality
Personality
Morgan Tyree

9 780800 736927
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 18
$15.99
978-0-8007-3692-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal
Growth
SELF-HELP / Self-Management / Time Management
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Morgan Tyree earned her BS
degree in business administration with an emphasis in small
business and entrepreneurship
from the University of Oregon
and has worked in the fields
of marketing, management,
and human resources. She blogs
weekly at Morganize with Me
©Kristen Rush
(www.morganizewithme.com)
and contributes monthly to the popular blog Organizing Junkie (www.organizingjunkie.com). The author
of Take Back Your Time, Morgan lives in Fort Collins,
Colorado, with her husband, David, and their three
children.
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Tapping into the Power of God
When You Need It Most

You Have the Power to Break Free
from the Chains That Hold You Back

REPACK
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hat do you pray when times get tough? When you’re stressed or depressed, when life is overwhelming or disappointing, when you feel
like giving up? In these challenging times you need to pray with wild hope,
says Jackie M. Johnson. With encouraging stories, Scriptures, and prayers,
Johnson shows readers how to pray for focus, wisdom, confidence, courage,
grace, strength, meaning, and much more. Conveniently structured so that
readers can go directly to the chapter that addresses their particular situation,
this book will be a lifeline to peace for those who need God’s touch.

hy are so many of us fighting the same old battles instead of living
the life God intends for us? It’s time to learn how to use the weapons
God has already provided for us to find success in every area of life. Unpacking the full armor of God described in Ephesians 6, Linda Evans Shepherd
offers insight into why we feel resistance when we try to find and follow our
purpose and shows us how to break through our daily spiritual battles to live
a victorious life now.

Empowered for Purpose

Praying with Power
When Life Gets Tough
Jackie M. Johnson
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 4
$15.99
978-0-8007-3834-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Linda Evans Shepherd
9 780800 738341

9 780800 738310
VITAL INFORMATION

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Available: June 16
$6.99
978-0-8007-3831-0

Jackie M. Johnson is the author of
the popular Power Prayers for Women
and the helpful breakup recovery
resource When Love Ends and the Ice
Cream Carton Is Empty. She also blogs
at Living Single on Dr. James Dobson’s
Family Talk website. Connect with Jackie
at www.jackiejohnsoncreative.com.

mass market
4¼ x 7
208 pages
Case Quantity: 40
Category: RELIGION / Christian Living /
Prayer
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual
Growth
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Winning Your
Daily Spiritual Battles

Category: RELIGION / Christian Living /
Prayer
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Powerful
Prayers for Challenging Times
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Linda Evans Shepherd is an
award-winning author, a successful
speaker, and a media personality. The
president of Right to the Heart Ministries, she is the author of many books,
including When You Don’t Know What
to Pray and Praying God’s Promises. She
lives in Colorado.
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Learn More about the
Love of Your Life

Adjust Your Perspective and
Strengthen Your Faith
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W

en are fairly simple creatures with fairly simple needs. Yet women
often find themselves frustrated trying to understand those needs in
order to improve their marriages. Relationship expert Rick Johnson ends the
guessing game, giving women an open and honest look inside the world of a
man’s needs and helping them understand how best to use their influence to
have a satisfying and exciting relationship.

ith hard-hitting truths, memorable quotes, and powerful perspective
shifts, Dean Del Sesto helps you connect (or reconnect) at a deeper
level to the power, potential, and purpose you already have so that you can
live your life with greater freedom, resilience, and wisdom. Perfect for business professionals on the go, the busy student, the active parent, and anyone
who needs a boost of spiritual strength at any time, this book promises to
help you live your life from an internal resolve rather than in reaction to your
external circumstances.

How to Understand the Man You Love
Rick Johnson

Shift Your Thinking for a Deeper Faith
Dean Del Sesto
9 780800 738259

VITAL INFORMATION

9 780800 738334

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Available: July 21
$6.99
978-0-8007-3825-9
mass market
4¼ x 7
224 pages
Case Quantity: 40
Category: RELIGION / Christian Living /
Love & Marriage
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Marriage
& Long-Term Relationships
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Understanding
the Man You Love

VITAL INFORMATION

Rick Johnson is the bestselling author
of That’s My Son; That’s My Teenage
Son; That’s My Girl; Better Dads,
Stronger Sons; Becoming Your Spouse’s
Better Half; and Healthy Parenting. He
is the founder of Better Dads and is a
sought-after speaker at parenting and
marriage conferences. Rick and his
wife, Suzanne, live in Oregon. Learn
more at www.betterdads.net.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dean Del Sesto runs Venthio
(venthio.com), an award-winning
branding and communications agency,
and is a partner in Veracity Colab
(veracitycolab.com), a B2B and consumer-based video agency. A popular
keynote speaker, he is the author of
Shift Your Thinking, Shift Your Thinking
for Success, and A Shift a Day for Your
Best Year Yet. Dean lives in Southern
California with his wife, Kittrena. Learn
more at deandelsesto.com.
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